




LA BELLE GANG 
LA BELLE GANG features animated discussions about social issues 
and topics that touch viewers’ daily lives. Shot in our studio with 
collaborators and celebrity guests dropping in to comment on 
different themes, the show will focus on the latest trends and online 
buzz, and it will also include special reports designed to engage 
viewers. 

OUVREZ, ON NE SAIT JAMAIS! 
Host Joël Legendre and designer Émilie Cerretti show up 
unexpectedly at people’s homes to give them a decor makeover. As 
they travel across the province in a truck filled with home decor 
accessories, Joël and Émilie will give four lucky viewers a chance to 
repair past mistakes with a touch of modern design. With a good 
sense of humour, everybody pitches in to get the job done. 

NEW SHOWS 



NEW SHOWS 

EN FAMILLE 
The series follows the daily life of an (almost) average family, 
including grandparents who want to enjoy retirement in peace, 
parents who discover the joys of education, and teens who want to 
break free. It all leads to lots of conflict – and lots of tenderness – as 
each character struggles to find his or her place in the family unit. Get 
ready for a slice-of-life comedy like no other. 

MEILLEUR QUE LE CHEF! 
Every week, 4 “amateur” contestants join forces to face off in three 
different cooking challenges against one of the show’s two celebrity 
chefs. An expert judge then tastes and compares the results from both 
sides, and the 4 contestants accumulate cash prizes based on their 
performance. Will their dishes be good enough to measure up to – or 
even surpass – the work of a master chef? 
  
And there’s a catch: from one course to the other, the team must 
eliminate one of its members from the competition, until we get to the 
ultimate showdown between the finalist and our chef. If the amateur 
manages to surpass the pro in that final round, he or she walks away 
with all the money accumulated by the team throughout the show. 
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NEW SHOWS – DOCUMENTARY SERIES 

UNE ANNÉE CHEZ LES GROULX 
Step into the world of a larger-than-life family led by Tara and Pascal, 
two bright and perfectionist thirtysomethings with 9 kids ranging in 
age from newborn to 15. This 8-episode series takes an intimate, funny 
and decidedly contemporary look at the life of a large family. From 
the first day of school to summer vacation, the Groulx clan shares its 
ups and downs through the different points of view of the 9 kids, their 
parents and grandparents. In this household, great joys come with 
their share of everyday sorrows, revealing all the little moments that 
nourish the life of a big family. 

VIE DE TOURNÉE 
Hosted by Herby Moreau 
In season 2 of the documentary series VIE DE TOURNÉE, we’ll tag 
along with rock groups and solo artists on tour. As their all struggle to 
find a balance between their personal and professional lives, the 
artists reveal themselves, first and foremost, as boyfriends, husbands 
and dads, in a series that explores their lives in a sensitive and 
personal way. 



NEW SHOWS – DOCUMENTARY SERIES 

MAUX MYSTÈRE 
A family on the brink of death because of their pet cat; an infected 
earlobe that causes paralysis; physical pain that leads to attempted 
suicide. On MAUX MYSTÈRE, people suffering from rare and often 
little-known illnesses see their lives turned into the ultimate quest for 
the right diagnosis. And as doctors race against time to find answers, 
these mysterious ailments spread and often cause irreparable harm 
to innocent victims. Share the drama of these ordinary people, as we 
take a compassionate look at the frantic race for the right diagnosis 
when lives are on the line. 

MISE À NU, LE COUPLE EN TOUTE INTIMITÉ 
Open your eyes and lend an ear: it’s time for true confessions on MISE 
À NU, LE COUPLE EN TOUTE INTIMITÉ! In a very open and giving frame 
of mind, men and women of all ages reveal the secrets of their sex 
lives in 4 hour-long episodes. Fantasies, taboos, desires, “first times”, 
fidelity and lots of other sex-related topics are discussed one-on-one 
or among couples, directly in front of the camera. We’ll see touching 
disclosures, racy revelations and surprising admissions, as sexuality is 
discussed with no taboos, in a way that’s both deeply personal and 
completely universal.  
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NEW SHOWS – DOCUMENTARIES 

NO SEX (Title TBC) 
This documentary looks at couples who go without sex. 

DES TICS DANS MA TÊTE, syndrome de Gilles de la 
Tourette 
Through deeply touching testimonials and interventions from renowned specialists, 
this documentary takes a closer look at the invasive ailment known as Tourette’s 
Syndrome. 

ALAIN CHOQUETTE, DE STE-ADÈLE À PARIS  
Alain Choquette looks back on his impressive journey, from his first TV appearances to his shows at 
Casino de Montréal, Caesar’s Palace Atlantic City, Casino de Paris, and Caesar’s Palace Las Vegas, 
up to his run at the iconic Théâtre de la Gaité in Paris, where his sold-out show has been playing for 
over 2 years. 

LA CHUTE 
Attention horse lovers: Sophie Catherine Laflamme is an accomplished rider with a lust for life. Well known in 
the world of equestrian competitions, she seemed to have a brilliant career ahead of her when, during a 
routine training run in April 2012, her horse refused to jump an obstacle. After falling and severely injuring her 
head, Sophie’s life was turned upside down when doctors told her that she could no longer breathe or move 
on her own. Yet, from the very first moments after her fall, the young woman was fiercely determined to 
regain her autonomy – and get back on her horse!  
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BYE-BYE MAISON! 
C’EST QUOI TON PLAN? 
DESIGN V.I.P. 
DONNEZ AU SUIVANT 
MANON SAUVE MON SOUS-SOL 
QUEL ÂGE ME DONNEZ-VOUS?  
TOUS POUR UN CHALET 

ANTICIPATED RETURNS 
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NEW SHOWS 

RAISE THE ROOF 
(Title TBC) 
Contractor Keith Nylund scours the Denver area in search of small 
historic gems in need of a modern makeover. In each episode, he 
doubles or triples the size of a property by ripping out roofs and 
adding new floors. The challenge is to add new space while 
preserving the old charm. 

HOME TOWN 
(Petite ville, grandes rénos) 
Erin and Ben Napier are attached to their small Mississippi town, 
especially its many heritage homes. Using found materials, they work 
to preserve the character of these classic residences, while still giving 
them a more modern and accessible look. With Erin’s creative plans 
and Ben’s custom-made pieces, this couple brings new life to old 
homes, to help make the future of their small town as bright as its 
past. 
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NEW SHOWS 

LONG LOST FAMILY 
(Famille recherchée) 
Follow the touching stories of people who have gone through painful 
separations and are now looking to reunite with long-lost parents, 
biological families, or kids they put up for adoption.  

THE AFFAIR V.R. 
(The Affair) 
At once deeply observed and intriguingly elusive, The Affair explores 
the emotional effects of an extramarital relationship. Noah is a New 
York City schoolteacher and budding novelist with a wife of twenty 
years and four children. Alison is a young waitress and wife from 
Montauk at the end of Long Island, trying to piece her life back 
together in the wake of a tragedy. The provocative drama unfolds 
separately from multiple perspectives, using the distinct memory 
biases of each character to tell the story. 
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ANTICIPATED RETURNS 

SEVEN YEAR SWITCH (Chéri, j’t’échange) 

TEXAS FLIP & MOVE (Encan et flip au Texas) 

MARRIED AT FIRST SIGHT (Marriage à l’aveugle) 

TINY HOUSE NATION (Mini-maisons sur mesure) 

FIXER UPPER (Pas le choix de rénover!) 

LOVE IT OR LIST IT (Vendre ou rénover) 





EN PRISON 
For the first time in Quebec, a TV crew is invited inside a detention 
centre to see what life in prison is really like. In the end, viewers will 
be able to form their own, informed opinions on the policies and 
orientations of Quebec’s correctional services, and on how well they 
accomplish their difficult mission. 

RAPIDES ET MILLIONNAIRES 
This documentary series takes us inside the fascinating daily life of 
new millionaire Olivier Benloulou. Follow the adventures of this 
automobile enthusiast, who can now afford to hire a private jet and 
fly off for to California on a whim, just to shop for a Rolex with a 
buddy from L.A.  

 

NEW SHOWS 



LES RIDERS 
LES RIDERS is a documentary/reality series that takes us into the 
world of Quebec’s top snowboarders. These elite athletes are young, 
good-looking and fearless party animals, and you’ll get to share 
every aspect of their lives. Get to know these funny, charismatic and 
charming guys. 

EN ROUTE VERS WASTELAND 
Two brothers and their 17-year-old kids take their love of beautiful 
cars and Mad Max movies on the road for an unusual adventure. This 
documentary follows them from Day 1 of their journey as they build 
their supercharged roadster, which they ride across the USA all the 
way to California to the the world’s biggest post-apocalyptic festival, 
called Wasteland Weekend. 

NEW SHOWS 



ANTICIPATED RETURNS 

EXPÉDITION EXTRÊME 
INFILTRATION III, SPÉCIAL SEXE 
JOBS DE BRAS 
LES RECRUES D’INFANTERIE 
LES PIRES CHAUFFARDS QUÉBÉCOIS 
MARIPIER! 
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ANIMAL KINGDOM 
(French Title TBC) 
Josh (a.k.a. “J”) is only 17 when his mother dies from a heroine 
overdose. He’s taken in by a grandmother he barely knows, who also 
happens to be the head of a Southern California crime family. To 
survive, J will have to prove his loyalty to his uncles and to the family 
matriarch, who looks after her kids with an undying – and almost 
incestuous – love. 

SIX 
(French Version) 
Afghanistan, 2014. The Navy Seal’s SIX unit is out to eliminate a 
Taliban leader, but the mission takes an unexpected twist when they 
discover that a U.S. citizen is working with the terrorists. 

NEW SHOWS 



BANSHEE 
(French Version) 
The small Amish town of Banshee, Pennsylvania, is shaken up by the 
arrival of a enigmatic stranger – a martial arts expert who claims to 
be the replacement for the recently-murdered sheriff. He’s on a 
mission to impose law and order – his way. But it soon becomes 
apparent that the plans he’s concocting serve no one’s interests but 
his own. 

STAK TREK DISCOVERY 
(French Title TBC) 
New characters join the STAR TREK crew in the search for new worlds 
and civilizations, as the franchise also explores contemporary themes. 

NEW SHOWS 



NEW SHOWS 

THE LEFTOVERS 
(French Title TBC) 
In a world where 2% of human beings have vanished from the face of 
the Earth without a trace, the townspeople of Mapleton are 
confronted with a mystery as several of their neighbours, friends and 
lovers suddenly disappear. Three years later, as commemoration 
ceremonies are being prepared, Sheriff Kevin Garvey is on high alert: 
it seems that dangerous confrontations are brewing between 
townspeople and a small group making mysterious demands. 



ANTICIPATED RETURNS 

VIKINGS 
ORPHAN BLACK (Sans origine : Orphan Black) 

ARROW 
GRIMM 
SUPERNATURAL 



THE SELECTION – SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
EXPERIMENT 
(Opérations spéciales – la sélection) 
This documentary series features 30 civilians going through the most 
intense physical and mental challenges imaginable, based on U.S. 
Army training and evaluation techniques. 

HUNTED 
(French Title TBC) 
HUNTED follows a manhunt involving 9 two-person teams who 
attempt to vanish from today’s vast digital world. To track them down, 
highly qualified researchers combine high-tech resources with 
traditional methods. Each team that manages to avoid capture for 28 
days gets a $250,000 grand prize.  

NEW SHOWS 



MYTHBUSTERS – THE SEARCH 
(À la recherche des nouveaux stupéfiants) 
“Science magician” Kevin Delaney leaves the lab behind to conduct 
larger-than-life experiments that combine science, curiosity and 
ingenuity. 

ROBOT WARS 
(French Title TBC) 
Amateur tech developers build highly armed robots to fight each 
other in a bullet-proof ring, in a series of 3-minute duels aimed at 
immobilizing or neutralizing the opponent. 

NEW SHOWS 



TODD SAMPSON’S BODY HACK 
(Bodyhack) 
BODY HACK introduces viewers to Todd Sampson, an adventurer on a 
quest to find the world’s most extraordinary people – not just to 
observe them, but to emulate them. 

RONNIE’S REDNECK ROAD TRIP 
(Lizard Lick : Ronnie chez les British) 
In this spin-off of the hit Z series LIZARD LICK TOWING, the action 
moves to Great Britain. 

NEW SHOWS 
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DEMOLITION MAN 
(French Title TBC) 
Lawrie Voutier and his gang don’t just tear down dilapidated homes 
and abandoned warehouses. Their treasure hunts also lead to the 
salvage of seemingly worthless junk, which Lawrie can usually turn 
into gold. From antique cars to art deco homes, he has an uncanny 
knack for tracking down, finding and selling anything he comes 
across. 

MILWAUKEE BLACKSMITH 
(Forgerons à Milwaukee) 
Kent Knapp and his family make their living as blacksmiths, a trade 
that Kent is determined to pass on to his kids. But to take the family 
business to the next level, they’ll have to learn to work together as a 
team. 

NEW SHOWS 



NEW SHOWS 

STREET OUTLAWS 
(Les hors-la-loi du volant) 
 

This documentary/reality show looks at street racing in the U.S., taking 
viewers to the very heart of the action – both on the road and behind 
the scenes. Whether it’s a 1969 Chevy Nova or a farm truck, the 
vehicles come in all shapes and sizes, but the drivers all have one thing 
in common: the need for speed! 



ANTICIPATED RETURNS 

DARK NET (Dark Net : Le web obscur) 

HARDCORE PAWN (Prêt sur gage de l’enfer) 

SOUTH BEACH TOW (Remorquage à South Beach) 

NAKED AND AFRAID XL (Seuls et tout nus XL) 





MAX ET LIVIA 
MAX ET LIVIA follows the tribulations of Maxim, who’s trying to rebuild 
his love life, and the trials of Livia, who’s trying to find herself. 
Although the young girl’s adolescent angst often clashes with her 
father’s middle-age crisis, they remain inseparable. Max realizes that 
Livia is growing up fast, and he wants to make his mark and pass on 
his values before she leaves home. So Max starts doing everything he 
can to make up for lost time, which includes seeing Livia as often as 
possible. This series is largely inspired by the real life of comedian 
Maxim Martin and his 16-year-old daughter Livia, who play 
themselves on the show.  

NEW SHOWS 

LES INFLUENCEURS 
These influencers are a reflection of today’s society: diverse, 
connected to new technologies, mobile, hyperactive and self-taught. 
Image is very important to them, but that doesn’t mean they don’t 
have strong values. The series reveals a new reality that young 
people are facing now: a world where they expose themselves more 
than ever to other people’s observations and judgements, and where 
they’re forced to constantly reinvent themselves if they want to 
survive. Through lots of hard work and imagination, they’re creating a 
whole new kind of career path. 

66.6K ABONNÉS 
 

1.4M ABONNÉS 
 

5.0M FANS 
 

296.6K ABONNÉS 



CODE F RENCONTRE CODE G 
This fall, VRAK presents new episodes of a co-ed CODE, as male and 
female collaborators share the screen to sound off on just about 
every topic of interest to young people. 

NEW SHOWS 

LE SHOW DU DÉBUT 
Hosted by Phil Roy – Saturday, August 26, 2017 
In the supercharged atmosphere of the Société des arts 
technologiques, VRAK kicks off its fall programming season with LE 
SHOW DU DÉBUT 2017. This year, Phil Roy takes over the 60-minute 
special, airing Saturday, August 26 at 8 p.m. Throughout the evening, 
artists and viewers will rock to the beat of musical group Valaire, and 
share the latest gossip about the station’s new shows and anticipated 
returns. Lots of other performances are also scheduled. 



ALT 
ALT : ON FERME L’ANNÉE! 
CODE G 
JÉRÉMIE 
MED 
PL>Y 

ANTICIPATED RETURNS 



NEW SHOWS 

RIVERDALE 
(French Version) 
RIVERDALE delves into the dark secrets of a seemingly sleepy 
suburban town. At the start of a new school year, a classmate’s 
disappearance alters the lives of Archie, Betty and Jughead, while new 
arrival Veronica, fresh from New York, creates quite a stir. Life will 
never be the same in Riverdale. Inspired by the Archie comic-book 
series, this new drama – a perfect combination of GOSSIP GIRL and 
PRETTY LITTLE LIARS – paints a mysterious and sexy portrait of Archie 
Andrews and his gang. 

NO TOMORROW 
(French Title TBC) 
The comedy/fantasy NO TOMORROW tells the story of Evie, a highly 
organized young woman whose world is turned upside down when she 
meets Xavier, an eccentric and unattached young man who’s convinced 
that an asteroid will destroy Earth in 8 months. Evie’s outlook on life 
changes drastically as she sees Xavier live life to the fullest, and then 
decides to do the same. 



ANTICIPATED RETURNS 

AWKWARD 
BACKSTAGE (Backstage : Les coulisses du succès) 

BELLA AND THE BULLDOGS (Bella et les Bulldogs) 

JANE THE VIRGIN (Jane l’immaculée) 

VAMPIRE DIARIES (Journal d’un vampire) 

SCHOOL OF ROCK (L’école du rock) 

THE ROYALS (La famille royale) 

ONE TREE HILL( Les frères Scott) 

PRETTY LITTLE LIARS (Les menteuses) 

SMALLVILLE  
SWITCHED AT BIRTH (Switched) 

TEEN WOLF  
THE AMAZING RACE Canada  (The Amazing Race 
Canada : une course contre la montre) 

TWIN PEAKS  
VERONICA MARS 





NEW SHOWS 

A.P. AGENTS DE PROTECTION 
Every week, A.P. AGENTS DE PROTECTION gives us an inside look at 
special interventions to help a business or an individual who’s been 
targeted by thieves. Detectives set up an intervention plan aimed at 
catching the criminals red-handed, under the watchful eye of our 
cameras. 

PÊCHE DES BAYOUS 
Get to know the fisherman of Louisiana, where deported Acadians 
from Canada settled in 1755. Each episode introduces us to a different 
type of bayou fishing, from turtles to alligators to crayfish and more. 



LE SPORT AUX ENCHÈRES 
Hosted by journalist Marc Durand, this adrenaline-fueled 
documentary series follows the ups and downs of professional 
auctioneer Marc Juteau. On tap: fascinating encounters with sports 
legends, owners of valuable items, and passionate negotiators. Aimed 
at sports fans, as well as anyone who loves historically-charged 
stories, LE SPORT AUX ENCHÈRES takes viewers into a little-known 
and captivating world. 

NEW SHOWS 

CHOC DES BOLIDES 
CHOC DES BOLIDES documents one season in the lives of 6 demolition 
derby drivers, in a sport where (almost) anything goes. Referees, 
firefighters and an army of volunteers are in charge of making sure 
this big circus runs like clockwork. There are rules, of course, but big 
bang-ups are the big draw at these events. So, who will be this year’s 
Eastern Ontario derby champion? 



ATTAQUE À MAIN ARMÉE 
Quebec has a long tradition of hold-ups, and Montreal was long 
recognized as the bank robbery capital of North America. The golden 
age of bank robbers and convoy pilferers is long gone, but we still 
have our fair share of memorable heists that stand out either because 
of the perpetrator’s personality or the events they set in motion. This 
documentary series looks at six extraordinary cases, as it delves into 
the daring robberies and unusual people behind this dangerous, yet 
fascinating, world. 

NEW SHOWS 

SCÉNARIO DE FIN DU MONDE 
(How the World Ends) 
SCÉNARIO DE FIN DU MONDE explores various apocalyptic predictions 
and examines the chronology of events that would lead to our 
imminent destruction. Through interviews with passionate converts as 
well as detractors, each theory is analyzed in detail to let viewers 
draw their own conclusions about these prophecies. 



EDDY KING 
Live on stage 

NEW SHOWS – COMEDY SATURDAYS 

GRAND RIRE 2016 
(Renewed) 
Presentation of the Comediha show, with hosts: 
• Billy Tellier 
• Mario Jean 
• Mike Ward 
• P-A Méthot 
• Patrice L’Écuyer 
• Ti-Mé 



ANTICIPATED RETURNS 

RODÉO QUÉBEC 
LE CONTRAT 
UN TUEUR SI PROCHE 
SITUATION D’URGENCE 
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DOCU D 

ORIGINAL PRODUCTIONS 
• Arbitres inc. 
• Cosplay  
• DPJ — code de vie  
• Dolphin man  
• Fly-in, Fly-out  
• Jouer avec le feu 
• La Fosse au tigre  
• Le vinyle  
• Le vrai Jacques Villeneuve 
• Vieux  
• Une vie après la mort  

 

Comedian and host Ghislain Taschereau comes to Canal D 
to introduce this prestigious series of documentaries 
throughout the fall season. 

ACQUISITIONS 
(French Titles TBC) 
• Beatles : Eight days a week  
• Real Vikings   
• Superheroes Decoded 
• Whizz Kids  
• World’s Weirdest Homes 

 



CONTACT ANIMAL 

• ANIMAL BABIES (French Title TBC) 

• EARTH’S GREAT SEASON (Au rythme des 

saisons) 

• ANIMAL MUMS (Des mamans modèles) 

 



NEW SHOWS 

HEAVY RESCUE 401 
(Panique sur la 401) 
This Canadian reality series allows viewers to follow the operations of 
several heavy-duty towing services. The show is produced with the 
help and support of the Ontario Provincial Police, the Ministry of 
Transport of Ontario and the York Regional Police Force, serving 
Greater Toronto and southern Ontario. 

EVIL GENIUS 
(Ingénierie du mal) 
This series documents successful sinners, exposing the methods used by 
ingenious criminals who deal in the black market, contraband, drug 
trafficking, street gangs and organized crime. This is evil genius at work: 
Pablo Escobar finding ways to produce cocaine using airplane fiberglass; 
contraband submarines built specifically to smuggle marijuana; women 
who smuggle cocaine in their breast implants; and catapults designed to 
fling drugs from Mexico over the U.S. border wall.  



NEW SHOWS 

REAL STORY OF… 
(La véritable histoire de…) 
Can reality actually be more intriguing, exciting and compelling than 
fiction? Find out in this explosive documentary that reveals the true 
stories behind some of Hollywood’s greatest movies. Using a 
combination of dramatic re-enactments, narrative archives of real 
events, documentary footage, and first-hand testimonials, REAL 
STORY OF… explores the facts behind the fiction, and introduces us to 
the people behind the extraordinary events, so we can get the real 
story. 

SOUNDTRACKS SONGS THAT DEFINED 
HISTORY 
(French Title TBC) 
We all have special songs to go with the special moments in our lives. Each 
episode of this new series connects major social events to songs that shook 
the world at the time. For example, the fall of the Berlin Wall is forever linked 
to Roger Waters’ masterpiece, “The Wall”, and 9/11 is now associated with 
music from Bruce Springsteen and Billy Joel. It’s a series loaded with history, 
emotion and joy for the heart and ears. 



NEW SHOWS 

MANHUNT : THE UNABOMBER 
(French Title TBC) 
The new and highly-anticipated drama MANHUNT : THE UNABOMBER 
reveals how the FBI managed to track down the infamous 
“Unabomber”, Ted Kaczynski. The story is told through the point of view 
of FBI profiler Jim “Fitz” Fitzgerald, one of the most decorated agents in 
FBI history and the man who was put in charge of the manhunt. His 
radical new approach to intelligence gathering is what finally led to the 
Unabomber’s arrest. 



ANTICIPATED RETURNS 

60 DAYS IN (60 jours en prison) 

GOLD RUSH (Alaska, la ruée vers l’or) 

STORAGE WARS (La guerre des enchères) 

SHIPPING WARS (La guerre des transports) 

ICE ROAD TRUCKERS (Le convoi de l’extrême) 

YUKON MEN (Les hommes du Yukon) 

WHAT ON EARTH (Phénomènes vus de l’espace) 





NEW SHOW 

HOURS TO KILL 
(Décompte mortel) 
This docu-fiction presents true crime stories through the eyes of 
committed investigators who try to solve the most horrendous 
murder cases by re-enacting the victims’ final hours. 



ANTICIPATED RETURNS 

OPÉRATION POLICE 
DOSSIERS CRIMINELS 



NEW SHOWS 

IS OJ INNOCENT? 
(O.J. Simpson est-il innocent?) 
IS OJ INNOCENT? examines new theories and never-before-seen 
evidence in this highly publicized murder case. The documentary is 
based on the work of private investigator William C. Dear, author of 
the 2012 book “OJ Is Innocent and I CAN PROVE IT”. Mr. Dear reviewed 
the investigation in collaboration with LAPD forensic psychologist Kris 
Mohandie, and Rhodes Island Police Sergeant Derrick Levasseur.  

THE KILLING SEASON 
(Saison meutrière) 
THE KILLING SEASON follows documentary filmmakers Joshua Zeman 
and Rachel Mills (La légende de Cropsey) as they investigate the 
recent serial murders  of 10 prostitutes whose bodies were found on 
Gilgo Beach, Long Island. The police thinks that these unsolved 
murders could be the work of the so-called “Long Island Killer”, who 
remains at large five years later. As they hear from online 
investigators, journalists, and people close the to victims, Zeman and 
Mills follow a trail that leads to the killer and suggests he might have 
preyed on other victims. 
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NEW SHOWS 

COPYCAT KILLERS 
(Copie meurtrière) 
Everyone loves movies – but for some, they’re an obsession. This 
series explores real crimes that were inspired by movies and TV 
shows like FILM DE PEUR, RAMBO, HANNIBAL, DEXTER and others.  

DEMONS IN THE CITY OF ANGELS 
(Horreur à Los Angeles) 
In this series, the ultimate dream is to become a glamorous star that 
everyone envies – but that dream can come at a high price. Luxury 
cars, multimillion-dollar homes and A-list status all come with their 
share of risk. Under the neon lights lies a disturbing world of cold-
blooded murders and disturbing crime scenes. Each episode tells a 
true story using shocking testimony, crime re-enactments, and 
investigations sometimes pan out, and sometimes lead to dead ends. 
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NEW SHOWS 

THE EXTRACTORS 
(Arrachés à l’enfer) 
In this series, bounty hunting becomes a high-stakes game. In the U.S., 
2.3 million runaways are reported each year, 87% of which are drug-
related and 61% gang-related. When family members are looking for 
answers and the police have done all they can, or when a tormented 
teenager gets out of control and out of reach, “Bullet” James and his 
team step in and take over. “Bullet” is an committed rehab counsellor 
whose specialty is tracking down troubled teens and getting them 
back to a safe place. 

KILLING RICHARD GLOSSIP 
(French Title TBC) 
This series follows the numerous and diverse people working to 
commute the death sentence and prove the innocence of convicted 
murderer Richard Glossip. 
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NEW SHOWS 

UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
(Influence toxique) 
INFLUENCE TOXIQUE looks at the dark side of fame. Each episode 
focuses on two troubled celebrities, with shocking revelations about 
the bad influences, bad choices and destructive lifestyles that often 
lead them down the wrong path. Featured celebrities include Heath 
Ledger, Lindsay Lohan, Amy Winehouse, Philip Seymour Hoffman, 
Cory Monteith, Chris Farley, Prince and George Michael.  

I ALMOST GOT AWAY WITH IT 
(French Title TBC) 
These criminals all have different stories, but one common motive: 
staying out of jail and living on the run. They’ve all been running from 
the law for years, sometimes decades, with help from loved ones, 
using fake identities and sometimes even resorting to violence to 
avoid capture. Each episode features interviews with these 
sophisticated outlaws, who explain where they found refuge, how 
they led a double life, and how they almost got away with it. 



NEW SHOWS 

WIVES WITH KNIVES 
(Aimer à mort) 
When loves goes wrong… WIVES WITH KNIVES, women try to kill the 
men they once loved. Psychologists, police officers and people 
directly involved in these dramas take us through convincing re-
enactments to explain how these women were driven to extremes. 

JOYCE MITCHELL DOCUMENTARY  
(Joyce Mitchell : complice d’évasion) 
This hour-long documentary explores a spectacular 2015 escape from 
a New York State prison, where employee Joyce Mitchell helped two 
cold-blooded murderers get away. We’ll learn all the details about 
the escape, and how Joyce became the central figure in this 
incredible story. 



ANTICIPATED RETURNS 

THE FIRST 48 (48 heures pour un crime) 

BEYOND SCARED STRAIGHT (Au bout de la peur) 

GANGSTERS : AMERICA’S MOST EVIL 
(Gangsters : Les diables de l’Amérique) 

BEHIND BARS : ROOKIE YEARS (Gardiens-recrues 

derrière les barreaux) 

KILLING FIELDS (Le bayou de la mort) 

RUGGED JUSTICE (Rangers Patrol) 

BORN TO KILL : CLASS OF EVIL (Tueurs nés? ) 

MONSTER IN MY FAMILY (Un tueur à la maison) 



ANTICIPATED RETURNS 

BLACKSTONE 
DEXTER 





NEW 

LAVAL ROCKET 
Starting in the 2017-2018 season, the Montreal Canadiens are bringing 
their American Hockey League farm team much closer to home, as 
the St-John’s Ice Caps become the Laval Rocket.  
 
RDS will air 19 regular-season Rocket games, offering viewers an 
opportunity to get to know these young Hab hopefuls, who will give 
their all for a chance to join the NHL’s most legendary team. 



ANTICIPATED RETURNS 

MONTREAL CANADIENS GAMES 
OTTAWA SENATORS GAMES 
POST- & PRE-GAME SHOWS 
• 5@7 
• HOCKEY 360 
• L’ANTICHAMBRE 



ANTICIPATED RETURNS 

NFL 
CFL 




